
 
 

 
 

 

 

Long battery life, Eco-Boost TireTech 
Maximum travel distance reaches up to 50km 
fulfilling basic demand for daily commuting. 
EcoBoost TireTech enables e-scooters to achieve 
a remarkable 20% increase in range with the 
same battery capacity. 

 
Energy recovery system 
Every time the rider applies the brakes or 
decelerates, the integrated system seamlessly 
captures and converts that energy into usable 
power. 

 
10Inch pneumatic tire, Innovative tire texture 
10 Inch pneumatic tires effectively absorb shocks 
and prevent slipping. 
Navee’s tire experts have developed an 
innovative tire texture that minimizes rolling 
resistance, significantly reducing energy 
consumption. 

 
High performance, Powerful motor 
Max 650W powers the scooter to gives you a 
stable riding experience. 
Climbing angle up to 20 %. 

Double rotation folding design 
NAVEE’s symbolized folding design is adopted for 
compact storage. The volume ratio can reach 15% 
compared to before folding. 

 
Smart floating screen, enjoy a better vision 
Floating screen can be seen more clearly even 
under strong light outdoors. Basic information is 
easy to be read at a glance. 

 
Slot AirTag for tracking 
With AirTag slot built in, it is possible to track 
your scooter. No more worries for eventual 
thefts. 

 
Auto-sensing headlight 
With the photosensitive sensor embedded within 
the headlight intelligently providing optimal 
visibility at all times. 

 
Wider handlebar to hold, Larger plate to step on 
New size of human body design for a better 
riding experience. 
160 mm plate width for a more comfortable 
standing posture. 
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NAVEE V50 
(IT version) 

SPECS 
Weight 17kg Capacity Battery 36V 10400mAh 

 
Dimensions 

1140x570x1165mm 
（unfolded） 

Charging Time 6.5h 

1180x160x505mm（folded） Max Range 50KM 
Rated Power 350W Max Payload 120kg 

Max Power 650W Water Resistance IP55 

Max Speed 20KM/H Brakes E-ABS system at front wheel, 
disc brake at rear wheel 

Climbing Angle 20% Turning Light Yes 
Riding Modes Walking (6km/h)/ D(15km/h)/Sport (20km/h) 
Package Contents Electric scooter, Battery charger, Allen Key, Extension nozzle, Screw x 5, User manual, 

Product hang tag, Cable lock, Reflecting Strip, AirTag Holder 
 


